Smoking addiction in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease: Integrating neurobiology and phenomenology through a review of the literature.
The aim of this review is to extend professional understanding of the various mechanisms that make smoking cessation difficult for patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Smoking in people with COPD is a major challenge for health care today. In spite of significant advances in knowledge about the processes of nicotine addiction, current interventions to support smoking cessation in patients with COPD are less successful than hoped for. A wealth of literature has confirmed that nicotine addiction is a powerful force and that smoking is not simply an unhealthy lifestyle or destructive behavior. However, research based on this realization is still in its infancy. To increase understanding and to develop ways of enhancing smoking cessation in patients with COPD, we review and synthesize knowledge found in neurobiology and phenomenology. We use neurobiology to explain the neurochemical changes that take place in addiction in order to substantiate phenomenological perspectives of smoking in patients with COPD. We relate the smoking experience to the concept of "affordances"-in this context "smoking affordances"-to analyze how smoking affects action possibilities in individuals with COPD. Combining these perspectives helps to illuminate the manifold and unique issues related to smoking addiction in patients with COPD.